
 

 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Logistics and Supply Chain Management 

T.Y.B.M.S Sem- 5 

 

 

1. The purpose of supply chain management is……………. 

a) provide customer satisfaction b) improve quality of a product 

c) Integrating supply and demand management d) increase production 

2.Logistics is the part of supply chain involved with the forward and reverse 

flow of 

a) goods b) services 

c) cash d) all of the above 

3. VMI stands for 

a) vendor material inventory b) vendor managed inventory 

c) variable material inventory d) valuable material 

inventory 4 .The major decision areas in supply chain management are 

a) planning,  production ,distribution, inventory 

b) Location,  production,  scheduling ,inventory 

c) location  ,production ,inventory 

d) location ,production, distribution, 

marketing 5.Distribution requirements planning 

is a system for 

a) inventory management b) distribution planning 

c) both ‘a’ and ‘b’ d) none of the above 

6. Reverse logistics is required because 

a) goods are defective b) goods are unsold 



c) the customer simply change their minds d) all of the above 

7. PL stands for 

a) three points logistics b) third party logistics 

c) three points location d) none of the above 

8. What are the elements of logistics system ? 

a) transportation b) warehousing 

c) inventory management d) all of the above 

9. Logistics system are made up of 3 main activities. 

a) order processing b) inventory management 

c) both ‘a’ and ‘b’ d) none of these 

10. E-logistics features : 

a) every modification is logged b) advanced search capabilities 

c) both ‘a’ and ‘b’ d) none of these above 

11. Which is not a part of basic systems of codification? 

a) alphabetical system b) numerical system 

c) colour coding system d) none of these above 

12. and physical distribution are the two major operations of logistics . 

a) supply chain management b) material management 

c) logistics management d) all of the above 

13. Which of the following is not a component of 4 PL? 

a) control room b) resource providers 

c) information d) recycling 

14. Which of the following is not a part of supply chain management system? 

a) supplier b) manufacturer 



c) information flow d) competitor 

15. DRP stands for 

a) distribution requirement planning b) dividend requirement planning 

c) distribution resource planning d) distribution reverse planning 

16. Which can be defined by having the right item in the right quantity at the right time at the 

right place for the right price and is the science of process and incorporates all industry 

sectors a)Logistics b)SCM   

 

c)Transportation d)Shipment 

 

17.The goal of logistics is  to a)support corporate goal  b)to reduce overall cost  

c)to facilitate better transportation d)better customer service 

 

18which is a system-wide management of entire logistics chain as single entity a)green 

logistics b)integrated    c)logistics d)EDI 

 

19.Which is not a part of the 3Cs of logistics a)Competitor b)Cost c)Company

 d)Customer 

 

20.which is not a part of logistics performance cycle a)procurement b)inventory 

management c)manufacturing d)distribution 

 

21.What is low on productivity and high on value advantage a)service leader

 b)commodity leader c)cost leader d)cost and service leader 

 

22.Activities associated with storing and physically distributing the products to the buyers are 

included in which logistics a)inbound b)outbound c)3PL d)4PL 

23.The following is not a part of logistics functions of any organization a)procurement

 b)payment follow-up c)storage d)distribution 

 

24.Which is the systematic, strategic coordination of the traditional business functions



 a)SCM b)Logistics c)Transportation d)Dispatching 

 

25.Extended SCM Used in how many production ? a)Multiple b)Complex c)Less

 d)Simple 
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